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Executive summary: 
This project document is developed during the project FibreLab to describe the prototyping and 

modelling software developed during the third year of the project. This documents extends the 

document developed in the second project year, i.e. deliverable D2.1. This document has been 

extended by new features developed during the third project year. The new features and development 

are mainly summarized in Section 2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. 

The project develops a software tool to support the design of advanced structures or products from 

fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) using simulation prototyping. The software supports engineers during 

the design process, which is based on the simulation of the structural performance during the foreseen 

design scenarios for the individual design limit states: serviceability and ultimate limit states as well as 

the new design states such as: robustness, durability and service life verification. 

The software is developed based on the existing product ATENA developed and will be distributed by 

CER. The project develops a new module of this system specifically targeted for fibre reinforced 

concrete industry. 

The product supports parametric modelling and embedded scripting language to enable the fast 

development of even more specialized design tools for the development and design of specific 

construction products for pre-cast industry or other mass production. 
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1. General 
 

The project develops a software tool to support the design of advanced structures or products from 

fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) using simulation prototyping. The software supports engineers during 

the design process, which will be based on the simulation of the structural performance during the 

foreseen design scenarios for the individual design limit states: serviceability and ultimate limit states 

as well as the new design states such as: robustness, durability and service life verification. 

The software is developed based on the existing product ATENA developed and distributed by CER. 

The project develops a new version of this system specifically targeted for fibre reinforced concrete 

industry. 

The product supports parametric modeling and embedded scripting language to enable the fast 

development of even more specialized design tools for the development and design of specific 

construction products for pre-cast industry or other mass production. 

The software prototype was developed as part of work package W2, which develops a tool for rapid 

prototyping of parametric modelling of fiber reinforced concrete structures and products. The tool will 

be based on the current input capabilities of the simulation system ATENA, which contains several 

methods for the problem definition: 

 

(a) GiD solid modeller (www.gidhome.com) with embedded fully automated mesh 

generator and scripting language based on TCL, GiD modeller is a third party product and 

CER is the member of its partner network and an official re seller. 

 

(b) ATENA system includes its own definition language for geometric modelling and 

Python scripting language enabling the parametric definition of the geometric model. It also 

includes a powerful fully automated 2D/3D mesh generator for both simplicial and non-

simplicial meshes. 

 

(c) ATENA Engineering version contains its own pre-processing interactive module, which is 

however technologically obsolete now, and will not be used in this project for further development.  

The development will build on the current scripting capabilities using either Python or TCL to develop 

a tool, which will allow rapid development of specialized pre-processing and data preparation tools for 

specific structures and/or products. This tool will be extremely useful to increase the attractiveness and 

applicability of the proposed project to the precast industry or for the mass manufactures of products 

for building and construction industry. 

Typical examples are producers of precast elements, but it is attractive also for manufactures of 

various anchoring or connecting systems. 
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2. Software Overview 
 

2.1 ATENA Studio PRE – Overview 

 

ATENA Studio PRE user interface consists of three main windows, through which a user can kontrol 

three phases of execution: Pre-processing, Run (calculation) and Post-processing. ATENA has a 

modular structure. Calculation phases are processed by these program modules separately by opening 

a corresponding window. This can be done by run the analysis in Tasks option in the tree. Main 

window of ATENA Studio PRE you can see in the subsequent figure: 

 

 

Fig. 1: Main window of ATENA Studio PRE 
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2.2 Geometrical and Numerical Models 

ATENA recognizes two models, geometrical and numerical. Data of these models are treated 

strictly separately: 

 

Geometrical model represents dimensions, properties and loading. It consists of an assembly 

of building elements (created from solids, surfaces, lines and points). Reinforcement can be 

modeled by two ways. First way is a discrete bar, which is defined as a geometrical multi-

linear object. It is embedded in solid objects. Its geometry is defined independently of 

building elements. Thus one reinforcing bar can be embedded in any number of building 

elements. Second way is a smeared reinforcement, defined as a composite material, which has 

no effect on geometrical model. Geometrical model is completed by defining loading (load 

cases and load history) and construction cases. 

 

Numerical model is generated based on geometrical model and represents a numerical 

approximation of the structural analysis problem. Numerical model is a result of discretisation 

made by the finite element method. The mesh generator in ATENA makes possible to 

generate automatically meshes for solid and reinforcing objects.  

 

Terminology 
Material – Constitutive model of material used in ATENA to represent a certain material 

type. 

Geometrical model – Solid structure described as an assembly of basic geometrical objects 

(macroelements, their contacts, reinforcing, springs, etc.) 

Solid – basic geometrical 3D object defined by surfaces. 

Surface – planar face of object circumvented by lines. 

Curve – curve (line) connecting two joints. 

Point – basic geometrical entity. 

Reinforcement bar – multi-linear object embedded in macroelements 

Load case - load action defined on assembly of geometry. 

Load step – increment of load action. 

Task – analysis of some type.  

Intervals (Analysis steps) – loading history defined as a sequence of load increments. 

Analysis steps – loading history defined as a sequence of load increments. 

Finite element – basic element used for approximation of deformation and stress state of a 

solid. 

Node – point in finite element mesh. 

DOF – degree of freedom used as independent variable in finite element analysis. 

 

2.3 Main window 

In this chapter we shall describe the functionality of the pre-processing window in the 

sequence as they appear on the screen. Tool-bars available in the pre-processing window are 

described in Fig. 2. Detail description follows. Most functions can be accessed in two ways: 
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(1) Using graphical tools form the tool bars (see Sections 3.3 to 3.6.5 and 3.7.1 to 3.7.6). This 

is the recommended way. 

 

(2) Using the main menu items, see Fig. 3 and Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.7. Some graphical 

functions cannot be accessed from the main menu. 

 

(3) Using the command line 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Main window of ATENA Studio PRE – description 

 
Main Menu 
Items of the menu you can see in Fig. 3. In the item Open other following ATENA 

files can be open: 

File open, save Undo, redo Geometry Zoom, rotate Select 

Data tree 

Graphical 

window 

Table of object 

list 

Command 

center 
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Fig. 3 Main menu a) File, b) Edit, c) View 

 

 

Import feature supports import from multiple file types (IFC, IGES). The Industry Foundation 

Classes (IFC) data model is intended to describe building and construction industry data. 

It is a commonly used collaboration format in Building information modeling (BIM) based 

projects.  The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) (pronounced eye-jess) is a 

vendor-neutral file format that allows the digital exchange of information among computer-

aided design (CAD) systems. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building_information_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_formats
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAD_data_exchange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
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2.4 Main Data tree 

 

Fig. 4: main data tree 

 

Main data tree shows structure of model. You can go from top to down, and step by step enter all 

items. In Profiles you can set many types of cross-sections, which can be used for 1D elements. All 

geometry items are composite from 4 types of geometric entities:  Point, Curve, Surface and Solid.  
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Building elements define enties which include some geometric entities, and some special settings. By 

building elements you can define for example beams, piles, slabs, or walls. The next item is  

Reinforcing elements, it is the same like the building elements, but only for the reinforcements. There 

you can use couple of types of reinforcements like classic rebars, reinforcing meshes or tendons.  Next 

group is used for definition of materials. There are several types of material, for different types of 

materials. More about the definition of materials will be in the next section.  

The last part is the Analysis group… Load cases are the groups of condition (Body forces, support, 

forces, shrinkage, prestressing, temperature, …) Next you can set some monitors, it is special point (or 

other geometry entities) who measure value of the quantity (displacement, reaction, stress, strain, …) 

Solution parameters, are groups of parameters which is necessary for control the calculation. Task is 

simulate one experiment. Each task have several intervals, and each intervals have combination of 

load cases. So you can set different boundary conditions in different part of experiment. 

 

2.5 Script history  

In preprocessor all commands are handled by the script center. This center works in Python. Every 

executed script is saved in the history and can be reprocessed at any time, see Fig. 5 

 

Fig. 5: Example of script history for model Shear beam 
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The script history can be a good tool for creating model parametrically. If geometry relationships are 

known, then global parameters can be separated and with that created the model, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7  

(global parameters are size, copies count and model origin) 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Example of parametric script for generating rails. Solid view 
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Fig. 7: Example of parametric script for generating rails. Wireframe view with displayed lines and 

solids. 
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2.6 Construction Commands 

In Preprocessor geometry can be imported from IGES or IFC, created by python script or created by 

user self. If the user decides to create a new or some part of model, there are four base buttons which 

serve to create points, lines, polygonal surfaces and brep solids dynamically. Each of these commands 

has appropriate settings window placed in layout, where it can be seen which entities are selected or 

which coordinates are written. See Fig. 8 

  

  

Fig. 8: Points, lines, polygonal surfaces, BREP solids creating settings 
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2.7 Delete Command 

Each entity, which can be seen in data table, can be deleted by a button near the table, by the icon on 

the toolbar or using the Delete key, if the entity is selected. Always it is asked to confirm deletion and 

shown entity ids with total count which will be deleted. If the icon on the toolbar is used, a delete 

settings window is shown where can be chosen what really delete and see what will be deleted and 

what will remain before confirmation of deletion, see Fig. 9. 

 

 

Fig. 9: Entity deleting settings 
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2.8 Transformation Commands 

In Preprocessor are supported three basic geometry transformations: translation, scaling and rotation. 

They are accessible on the toolbar and each of these transformations has own settings window (seeFig. 

10). Transformed geometry can be copied and collapsed with existing geometry too. If the geometry is 

not copied and is part of geometry not selected to transform it occurs disconnecting transformed from 

remaining geometry and creating geometry where would be holes.  

 

   

Fig. 10: Geometry transformation settings 
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Fig. 11: Example of copying a surface during the translation. 
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3. Material Definition 
 

The input of material types and their parameters is done by choosing the menu item in the 

access tree. ATENA support several types of material types: Concrete, Reinforcement, 

Iterface, Spring, Soil-Rock, Steel and Elastic material. By double click or click to button 

create material will start dialog, in which you can select from couple of automatic generators, 

which you like to use. The generators are predominantly based on standards used for 

nonlinear computing in the world (Euro Code, Model Code, Fib, …) Each material prototype 

has a specific material parameters, which is generated by this automatic tool.  

 

 

 

Fig. 12: Generator dialog for concrete 

 

The input of material properties is accompanied by explaining comments and pictures. All 

material models offer a set of default parameters. These default parameters of models for 

concrete-like materials are derived from cube compressive strength. The relations for material 

parameters (Elastic modulus, tensile strength, etc.) are taken mainly from the FIB Model 

Code 90, Euro Code and other sources. In cases where user does not know all parameters, the 

default values can be used. If precise values of material properties are known the default 

parameters can be edited and changed to the desired ones. 
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Fig. 13: Generator dialog for reinforcement 

Python scripting 

All generators, and material parameters export are made using by scripting Python. These scripts are 

saved in text forms, so the user can modify it. Or make a new one (for example when new model code 

for some country is written).  

 

Fig. 14 : Example of python scripting of material Concrete SHCC 
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Concrete SHCC – Strain Hardening Cementitious Composite for Fibre Reinforced Concrete 

 

 

Fig. 15: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Basic parameters 

 

 

Fig. 16: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Tensile parameters 
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The CC3DNONLINCEMENTITIOUS2SHCC is suitable for fibre reinforced concrete, such as 

SHCC (Strain Hardening Cementitious Composites) and HPFRCC or UHPFRC (high and 

ultrahigh performance fiber reinforced concrete) materials.  

 

 

Fig. 17: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Compressive parameters 

 

 

Fig. 18: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Fibre reinforcement parameters 
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Fig. 19: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Tension-Compressive parameters 

 

 

Fig. 20: Dialog Concrete SHCC – Miscellaneous parameters 
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4. Modelling of Structural Elements Using BIM 

Model 
 

BIM (Building Information Modeling) often interpreted as Building Information Management is a 

term used for software tools, standards and data sets intended for creating, using and sharing 

information about buildings during their full lifetime from earliest conception to demolition. This 

include not merely projection and construction, but also building maintenance, facility management 

etc. There are many proprietary implementations of BIM idea and many proprietary data formats. 

Fortunately there is one BIM  standard called openBIM. 

 

The openBIM is an universal approach to the collaborative design, realization and operation of 

buildings based on open standards and workflows. This include open data formats and other standards 

for data exchange. openBIM is an initiative of buildingSMART International Ltd. and several 

leading software vendors using the open buildingSMART Data Model. 

 

The BIM term used in following text is always meant as openBIM implementation if BIM abstract 

idea. 

 

There are three most important standardized data formats that can be utilized in ATENA Studio PRE 

for import and export: IGES and STEP for CAD data exchange a and IFC for BIM data exchange. 

 

IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) is the oldest and simplest neutral format for the 

exchange of CAD models. This standard is still used, despite the fact that it’s last update was 

published in 1996. 

 

STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) is more complex successor of IGES. It 

is standardized as ISO 10303-21 and constantly updated, with the last major update in 2016. 

 

IFC (Industry Foundation Classes)  is the core part of openBIM based on STEP standard. It is a 

platform neutral, open file format specification registered as an official international standard ISO 

16739:2013. The latest version of IFC is IFC4 but previous version IFC2x3 is still used. 

 

The IFC data standard is very complex so that subsets of its data are defined as Model View 

Definitions (MVDs). These subsets must be supported by software tools to enable correct data 

exchange for desired purpose. For ATENA Studio PRE the most important are IFC2x3 Coordination 

View MVD and IFC4 Design Transfer View MVD. These MVDs define IFC subsets for exchanging 

data of construction structures. 

 

The IFC2x3 Coordination View targets the coordination between the architectural, mechanical and 

structural engineering tasks during the design phase. The last version of this MVD is 2.0. 
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The IFC4 Design Transfer View is the successor of the IFC2x3 Coordination View and targets all 

work flows based on models that are handed over to perform in next work flows, allowing 

modifications of its content. Current version of this MVD is 1.0. 

 

For IFC2x3 there also exists the Structural Analysis View MVD for exchanging data of structural 

analysis. Applicability of this standard for ATENA was verified in CER by developing the 

Ifc2AtenaConverter software application. Unfortunately, the usability of Structural Analysis View 

MVD is very problematic and there are some serious disadvantages: 

 

- Structural Analysis View doesn’t exist for IFC4 and seems to be no longer 

developed 

- data structures for structural analysis included in IFC are limited and enable only 

static analysis 

- conversion of 1D or 2D structural elements included in IFC to their 3D geometric 

representation is very difficult and enable to create only very simple models 

- there are many imperfections in IFC exported by third-party structural analysis 

software 

For these reasons the Structural Analysis View is not supported by current version of ATENA Studio 

PRE, but may be implemented in the future, if some changes will occure. 

 

4.1 ATENA in relation to BIM 

 

 

Fig. 21: Main ATENA modules and dataflow 

 

ATENA Studio PRE workflow: 

1. CAD or BIM model is imported to the ATENA Studio PRE, or 

2. CAD model is created directly in the ATENA Studio PRE using it’s CAD functions. 
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3. CAD model is converted to BIM model by creating building and reinforcing elements 

(non-graphical properties only) and assigning them to graphical objects. 

4. FE mesh parameters are set globally or can be refined for individual elements of 

geometric model. 

5. Geometric model is sent through data channel 1 to the ATENA Core module to 

generate FE mesh. 

6. FE mesh is sent back form core to the ATENA Studio PRE for preview and checking. 

7. Materials are created and assigned to building and reinforcing elements. 

8. Data of structual analysis are prepared and assigned to objects of geometric model. 

9. Complete analysis model can be exported as ATENA INP text file for future use or 

directly sent to the ATENA Studio by data channel 2 for immediate computing. 

10. Final ATENA Studio PRE project can be exported as BIM project (IFC file) or CAD 

project (IGES file) 

As you can see, the ATENA Studio PRE is the only module that provide interoperability with other 

BIM applications. 

 

4.2 IFC file import to the ATENA Studio PRE 

The IFC file used for import test contains bottom of elevator shaft with 1 footing (IfcFooting), 4 walls 

(IfcWallStandarCase) and many reinforcing bars (IfcReinforcingBar) represented as mapped items 

(IfcMappedItem) of a few reinforcing bars prototypes. Each instance of reinforcing bar is created as 

cartesian transformation of it’s prototype and represented as swept solid (IfcSweptDiscSolid) defined 

by rebar radius and polyline (IfcPolyline) directrix. 

The IFC file was created in the Nemetschek Allplan application and exported as IFC2x3 

Coordination View. This information and information about author you can see in the next picture. 
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Figure 2 - Header of IFC file used for import 

Figure 1 - Definition of reinforcing bar prototype 

Fig. 23: Header of IFC file used for import 

 

Fig. 22: Definition of reinforcing bar prototype 
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Tested IFC file was previewed in the xBIM Xplorer viewer. The xBIM Xplorer is a part of the xBIM 

Toolkit which libraries are used by ATENA Studio PRE for IFC input and output. Therefore the 

geometric representations of IFC model in the xBIM Xplorer and in the ATENA Studio PRE must 

exactly match. 

 

Fig. 25: IFC test file previewed in the xBIM Xplorer 

 

Figure 3 – Definition of reinforcing bar as mapped item Fig. 24: Definition of reinforcing bar as mapped item 
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IFC was successfully imported to the ATENA Studio PRE. All 189 reinforcing bars are present and 

correctly displayed. 

 

Note 1: The walls were excluded during import. 

Note 2: Reinforcing bars are displayed as curves. Displaying them as solids is optional in ATENA 

Studio PRE. 

 

Some details of imported rebars are shown in the next picture. This is the test version of reinforcing 

bars details used mainly for testing of nominal and geometric diameter and cross section area. While 

both diameters match, the cross section areas computed from diameter shall be 2.54E-04 and 

1.131E-4. There was detected incorrect usage of area units in imported IFC. 

 

Name, steel grade and length values are optional in IFC and none of them vere defined. Reinforcing 

bar type must be one of IfcReinforcingBarRoleEnum values. Here all types are set to NotDefined. 

 

 

Fig. 27: Details of imported reinforcing bars 

Figure 4 - IFC imported to the ATENA Studio PRE Fig. 26: IFC imported to the ATENA Studio PRE 
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4.3 IFC data compatibility in ATENA Studio PRE 

ATENA Studio PRE module is developed with respect to compatibility with the IFC2x3 Coordination 

View and the IFC4 Design Transfer View. Internal data structures enable IFC import and export of 

ATENA Studio PRE project as BIM project. 

Some internal structures (mainly geometric entities) not included in these MVDs are enabled to be 

exported as converted to entities included in these MVDs without loss of data. 

For import from and export to IFC files ATENA Studio PRE uses software libraries of open source 

xBIM Toolkit, which fully implements the IFC2x3 and IFC4 standards. 

The most important IFC data groups used in ATENA are: 

- materials 

- building elements 

- reinforcing elements 

- profiles 

- geometric entities 

 

4.3.1 Materials 

Data structures of materials used in ATENA are very complex and enhanced in comparison with IFC 

materials. For that reason there is no direct compatibility between ATENA and IFC materials and 

can’t be enabled not even by using IFC property sets. So that only base material properties can be 

imported or exported. 

In oposite to IFC where materials can be assigned to profiles, in the ATENA Studio PRE materials can 

be assigned only to building or reinforcing elements. 

 

4.3.2 Building elements 

Building elements defined in IFC are supported by ATENA Studio PRE with following exceptions: 

- Voids filling elements (IfcDoor, IfcWindow…) and non-load bearing elements 

(IfcCovering, IfcCurtainWall…) are not yet implemented, but can be added for the 

purpose of thermal analysis in the future. 

- “StandardCase” building elements are defined in IFC as elements of single solid 

geometry and internal layers of different materials defined by thickness. In ATENA 

these elements must be converted to one or more single instancies of base type by 

materials. 

- Complex elements (IfcRoof…) are not supported as whole, but only as their single 

components. 

In the ATENA Studio PRE project each building element must have single geometric representation 

(unique or mapped) and must have material assigned. 
 

4.3.3 Reinforcing elements 

Reiforcing bars, tendons, meshes and anchors are fully supported by ATENA Studio PRE. Anchors 

can be applied as point elements with anchor properties or as fully defined elements including it’s 

geometry. 
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In the ATENA Studio PRE project each reinforcing elements (as subtype of building element) must 

have single geometric representation (unique or mapped) and must have material assigned. 

  

Fig. 28 Reinforcing bars imported from IFC to ATENA Studio PRE 
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4.3.4 Profiles 

Profiles are one o core parts of IFC. All swept solids use area profiles and all swept surfaces use curve 

profiles.  

There are two groups of profiles: parametric and user defined. 

Parametric profiles are supported in ATENA Studio PRE by it’s built-in profile generator. Besides 

IFC defined profiles this generator supports some specific profiles. ATENA Studio PRE specific 

profiles can be simply exported as user defined profiles. 

Besides of parametric or user defined profiles ATENA Studio PRE supports direct sweeping of curves 

or areas. This way generated geometric objects are also enabled to be exported as based on user 

defined profiles. 

There are plans to enable store and retrieve libraries of predefined or user defined profiles in the 

future. 

Figure 5- Profile generator. IFC standard 

profile 

Figure 6- Profile generator. ATENA Studio 

PRE parametric profile 

Fig. 30: Profile generator. IFC standard 

profile 

Fig. 29: Profile generator. ATENA Studio 

PRE parametric profile 
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Fig. 31: Examples of parametric profiles supported by ATENA Studio Pre 
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4.3.5 Geometry 

In IFC, spatial objects can be defined by their geometric or topologic representation. ATENA Studio 

PRE uses only geometric representations. Topologic representations are automatically converted to 

geometric during import of IFC. 

The design of geometric data structures of the ATENA Studio PRE had to take into consideration 

entirely different requirements of ATENA Core and IFC. ATENA Core require all solids defined as 

BREPs (boundary representations) with limited set of curves used as edges. So that the ATENA 

Studio PRE save all geometric objects as they were created or imported (as BREP, by parameters, 

swept solids or surfaces etc.) and BREPs required by ATENA Core are generated just before sending 

data to it by ATENA Studio PRE. 

The ATENA Studio PRE internally utilizes for most of graphic data the open source OpenNUBRS 

library. This library will enable in the future import of CAD models created in the Rhinoceros 

application in it’s native format. 

Geometry – curves 

The ATENA Core module supports only two types of curves: 

- rational Bézier curve 

- NURBS curve 

All other curves must be converted to one of these types. For instance a line is interpreted as linear 

Bézier curve. 

ATENA Studio PRE internally differentiates these groups of curves: 

 

- directly usable as edges in ATENA Core (line, Bézier curve, NURBS curve) 

- directly convertible to Bézier curve (circular, elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic arc) 

- closed conic sections (circle, ellipse), whose must be for ATENA Core divided into 

segments represented by Bézier curves 

- complex curves (polyline, polycurve), whose are sent to the ATENA Core as segments 

of supported types and can be exported as simple or complex curves in dependence of 

the target file format 

The ATENA Studio PRE implements all types of IFC curves. 

ATENA Studio PRE implements all types of curves contained in MVDs. Additional curves used 

internally (parabolic or hyperbolic arc, Bézier curve excluded from IFC4) can be exported to IFC2x3 

as rational Bézier curves and to IFC4 as NURBS curves. 
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Geometry – surfaces 

ATENA Studio PRE implements almost all types of surfaces contained in MVDs. 

An important exception are surfaces derived from IfcTesselatedItem entity. These surfaces are defined 

by their surface mesh and there is no possibility of automatic conversion to other surface type. Import 

and visualization of these surfaces is possible and not difficult, but there are serious problems to use 

them in the ATENA Core. Limited support will be added to the ATENA Studio PRE in some of future 

versions. In that case all tesselated surfaces will need to be manually “redrawn” to some of simplest 

surfaces. 

 

 

Fig. 32:  Testing objects – parametric elementary surfaces 

 

Geometry – solids 

IFC enable to define solids by many different ways – as parametric definition of 3D primitives, as 

BREPs (Boundary representations), as set of surfaces, and as swept area profiles. Most of them is 

supported by ATENA Studio PRE.  

Boolean operations with solids are not supported in current version of ATENA Studio PRE and this 

support will be added in the future. 

Other problems may occur with more complex solids, whose can be successfully imported form IFC, 

but their conversion to the BREP representation acceptable by ATENA Core may not be possible. 

 

Fig. 33 Testing objects – solids representing as faceted breps 
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